How to make every day
actually better for your team
with laptops on Intel vPro®, An Intel® Evo™ Design

92%
of employees surveyed describe their
employee experience as their everyday
experience.

Source: Experience 2020 Global Culture Report O.C. Tanner Institute Quantitative findings are derived from online survey interviews administered to employees across Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India,
Japan, Mexico, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, and the United States. The total sample size was 20,088 workers at companies with 500+ employees.
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Technology plays a major role in the employee experience.

64%

77%

56%

56%

62%

of workers say the tech they’re
provided with impacted
their productivity*

of workers say PCs are critical
to their engagement and
daily work**

say the tech their employers
give them actually affects their
willingness to stay at that
company long-term*

say it impacts their
perception of the
organization***

say their tech
impacts their satisfaction*

“

Good technology is foundational to employee experience and
satisfaction. It gives them back time to think of the bigger pieces
of their job, rather than just the routine transactions.**
- CIO of a U.S.-based private research university

Source: *The Importance of the PC in a Data-Centric World”, IDC, April 2020 (IDC White Paper, commissioned by Intel)
** Invest In Employee Experience (EX), Drive Your Bottom Line Growth” Forrester Consulting October 2020 (Intel commissioned paper conducted by Forrester Consulting)
*** Personal Computing Device Consumer Survey, IDC, 2018.
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Outdated tech can lead to decreased
productivity and employee burnout.

44%

report that their PCs break often

46%

note that their software is frequently
malfunctioning and disrupting their work

50%

of employees agree that their PCs are out of date
or insufficient to perform their job

Source: Invest In Employee Experience (EX), Drive Your Bottom Line Growth” Forrester Consulting October 2020
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IT decision-makers report that PCs matter
even more when it comes to the employee
experience now that remote and hybrid
workforces are the norm.

60%

have seen more than 10% improvement in
their EX scores by focusing on improving
employees’ satisfaction with technology*

72%

recognize that device choice is very important to
their ability to recruit and retain talent**

87%

say PC refresh is an important driver of employee
experience***

Source: *Invest In Employee Experience (EX), Drive Your Bottom Line Growth” Forrester Consulting October 2020
**The Importance of the PC in a Data-Centric World, IDC, April 2020
***How PCs Will Drive the Future of Work: Forrester Consulting, January 2020
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Give your team laptops on
Intel vPro®, An Intel® Evo™ Design that
are built for how they actually work best.
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Laptops on Intel vPro®, An Intel® Evo™ Design offer business-class
performance that makes every day actually better.

9+ hours

<1 second

All-day, real-world battery
life on FHD displays keeps up
with how teams really work1

Wake in less than 1 second so
your team’s ready to work in
an instant

2-in-1s

30 mins.

Freedom to work seamlessly
from laptop to tablet using
compatible enterprise
applications so they can work
how they work best

Quick charging in only 30
minutes for a 4-hour charge
on FHD displays to help your
team get more done2

Intelligent Collaboration
Studio quality videoconferencing
allows you to look and sound your best on every call.
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Laptops on Intel vPro®, An
Intel® Evo™ Design empower
your team to do their best
work, and are IT department
approved.

Performance

Security

Manageability

Stability

Business-class performance on
powerful PCs that improve user
productivity and satisfaction.

Comprehensive hardwarebased security for below-theOS protections, application and
data security, and advanced
threat protections that don’t
disrupt productivity or slow
teams down.

IT can remotely update, restore,
and secure your PC fleet, no
matter where teams are, even if
a system is outside of
the firewall.3

The validated and integrated
platform helps ensure smooth
PC fleet management.
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Are you ready to make every day actually better
for your team with laptops on
Intel vPro®, An Intel® Evo™ Design?

Download the IT Toolkit and
share with your IT department to get the
conversation started.
Visit intel.com/WorksBest to learn more.

Disclaimers
1 Time taken to drain from 100% to critical battery level while performing typical workflows in a realistic

environment. On FHD displays. For workloads and configurations, visit www.intel.com/evo. Results may vary.
2 Charge attained from OEM-default shutdown level. Results may vary. Learn more at www.intel.com/

performanceindex.
3 Requires a network connection; must be a known network for Wi-Fi management.

Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. No product or component can
be absolutely secure. Your costs and results may vary. Performance varies by use, configuration and other
factors. Learn more at www.Intel.com/PerformanceIndex . Performance results are based on testing as of dates
shown in configurations and may not reflect all publicly available updates.
© Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel vPro and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its
subsidiaries. Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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